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Abstract— Rice is one of the staple food sources of the world. 

Be that as it may, the creation of rice is hampered by different 
sorts of paddy illnesses. One of the principle illnesses of 

paddy is leaf infection. For the most part, it is extremely 

tedious and arduous for ranchers of distant regions to 

distinguish paddy leaf sicknesses because of inaccessibility 

of specialists. However specialists are accessible in certain 

spaces, sickness location is performed by unaided eye which 

causes unseemly acknowledgment here and there. A 

mechanized framework can limit these issues. In this paper, a 

programmed framework is proposed for analysis two normal 

paddy leaf illnesses (Leaf impact, and Bacterial curse) and 

pesticides or potentially composts are educated by the 

seriousness with respect to the sicknesses. The kind of paddy 
leaf illnesses is perceived by CNN. After acknowledgment, 

the prescient cure is proposed that can help horticulture 

related individuals and associations to make fitting moves 

against these sicknesses. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Rice is a significant farming harvest. The majority of the total 

populace devours rice as staple food. In excess of 90% of 

world's rice is created and devoured in Asia. In a nation like 

Bangladesh, the populace has expanded about 1.2 percent 

yearly, it is important to build rice creation to adapt to the 

nation's developing populace. Be that as it may, ranchers lose 

an expected normal of 37% of their rice harvest to nuisances 

and infections consistently. There are many reasons that make 

slow and less useful of rice creation. One of the huge causes 
is paddy illnesses. For the most part, paddy leaves are more 

influenced by various sort of sicknesses, for example, Leaf 

impact, and Bacterial scourge.  

 Sickness discovery and acknowledgment is a 

requesting task. By and large, infections are recognized 

physically which is truly challenging and tedious. The 

unaided eye perception of specialists is the fundamental 

methodology took on practically speaking which is costly on 

enormous ranches. The majority of the ranchers in country 

regions decide sickness physically that occasionally makes a 

mistake recognize the sorts of infection. They don't mindful 
of legitimate administration to fix paddy leaf illnesses. In this 

way, the creation of rice is being hampered quickly in 

consistently. Thus, a quick and exact paddy leaf illness 

acknowledgment framework and appropriate consideration 

as indicated by the seriousness of sickness become 

fundamental assignments. This examination essentially 

centers around two most normal leaf illnesses named Leaf 

impact, and Bacterial curse. Leaf impact is a contagious 

illness and sores are an axle or curved formed and whitish to 

dim focuses with red to the caramel line. Bacterial leaf 

scourge is brought about by microbes and it has yellow and 

straw-shaded stripes and sores are close to the leaf tip or edge.  
 

II. OBJECTIVES 

Rice is one of the staple foods of the world. But the 

production of rice is hampered by various kinds of paddy 

diseases. One of the main diseases of paddy is leaf disease. 

Generally, it is very time-consuming and laborious for 

farmers of remote areas to identify paddy leaf diseases due to 

unavailability of experts. Hence Machine Learning is used for 

the paddy crop prediction. 

A. Problem Definition (Exiting System) 

The existing method for paddy disease detection is just naked 

eye surveillance which requires more man labor, properly 

equipped laboratories, expensive devices, etc. Hence its time 

consuming and less requires more man power. So ML is used 

for the paddy leaf disease type detection. 

B. Proposed System 

The proposed system has concentrated on recognizing the 

paddy leaf diseases which assists the farmers to take a good 

measurement and growths the production of paddy.  In this 

paper, an automatic system is proposed for diagnosis two 

common paddy leaf diseases (Leaf blast, and Bacterial blight) 

and pesticides and/or fertilizers are advised according to the 
severity of the diseases. The type of paddy leaf diseases is 

recognized by CNN. After recognition, the predictive remedy 

is suggested that can assist agriculture related people and 

organizations to take appropriate actions against these 

diseases. 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

In the project we use a dataset of images of paddy crops.  

Then the below figure shows the paddy crop project 
architecture. 
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IV. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

A. Working 

We use a Machine Learning technology for the prediction of 

the paddy crop image as diseased or non diseased. The GUI 

is used in this project for accessing the project for the 

prediction. Thus once the project is run using GUI the image 
is predicted as a disease type of the paddy crop. 

B. Algorithm 

Convolutional neural networks are deep artificial neural 

networks that are used primarily to categorize images, cluster 

them by similarity, and perform object recognition within 

scenes. The orthodox techniques of neural networks are not 
very reliable for image processing as they require the input 

images in reduced resolution pieces. Whereas CNN’s 

overcome the limits of these conventional techniques. CNN’s 

have their neurons which are prearranged in a similar 

technique as the neurons organized in the frontal lobe of the 

brain, which is accountable for visual stimuli processing. 

C. Hardware Requirements: 

Computer Laptop /Desktop 

RAM 1 GB 

ROM GB. 

D. Software Requirements: 

Operating System Windows 10 

Technology Machine Learning 

UI GUI 

IDLE Python  3.7 or higher. 

E. Results 

The GUI is used to access the project. Train button is used to 

train the machine. Predict button is used to predict the paddy 

crop disease type. 

The below image shows to select the image using GUI. 

 

 Then as shown below click on predict button then 

the prediction starts with input image selection from the 

system path for the prediction. 

 
Finally result is displayed as leaf disease type as shown 

below. 

 
Finally the remedy for the blast disease is given in the below 

picture: 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This research aims to advance a robust and user-friendly 

system for disease classification of paddy leaves. For this 

purpose, CNN is used to classify diseases. The percentage of 

affected region is computed and pesticides and/or fertilizers 

are suggested based on the severity of diseases. 

VI. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

Expand the dataset of rice disease, and establish a 

comprehensive tool for rice disease diagnosis system. The 

data augmentation method will be employed for building a 

good classifier when the number of samples is insufficient. 
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